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I, INTRODUCTION

A sequence PI' Pz, ... , PN of nonnegative real numbers is said to be a
weight sequence if

Suppose we are given a sequence x I' X Z , ... , X N of numbers in the unit
interval [0, 1] and a weight sequence PI' pz, .." P N' We recall that the
discrepancy D N of the sequence x I' X Z , .. " X N with respect to the weight
sequence PI' Pz, .. " PN is defined as

D N = sup Ig(x)l,
Oo::::.:;x~l

where

g(x)=x- I Pk'
I ~k~N

Xk < x

In [1] we introduced the following notion of qJ-discrepancy.
Let qJ: [0, 1] -+ IR be a function satisfying the following three conditions:

(i) qJ is nondecreasing on [0, 1],

(ii) lim, _ 0+ qJ(x) = 0,

(iii) qJ(x»O for x>O.

The the number

is said to be the qJ-discrepancy of the sequence x I' X z , ..., X N with respect to
the weight sequence PI' Pz, ..., PN'
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Obviously,
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(1)

In [2] we have proved that if the numbers XI' X 2 , , •• , x N are ordered
according to their magnitude, i.e.,

then

D<;j'l=r<p(h(x))dx,
o

where the function h is defined on [0, 1] by

(2)

(3)

if xE[ak_l,ad,l~k~N. (4)

Here and throughout the numbers ao, a I' ... , aN are given by

ao=O, (k= 1,2, .." N).

(We also assume that [a, b) = [a, b] if b = I.)
We shall consider in this paper quadrature formulae of the type

1 N rf j(x) dx = L L Ak;pJl(xd + R~l(.f),
o k~l;~O

(5)

where the function j is r-times differentiable on [0, 1] and coefficients A k ;

are given by

(a -x )/+1_('a -x )J+IA - k k k-l k

k; - (j + I)!

For the history of quadrature formulae of this type see [3]. Note that in
the case r = 0, the formula (5) can be written in the form

I Nf. j(x)dx= L Pkj(Xk)+R~)(.f).
o k ~ I

(6)

Let us recall that a continuous function w defined on [0, (0) is called a
modulus of continuity if w(O) =°and

°~ w(y) - w(x) ~w(y - x) for O~x~ y.
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For a nonnegative integer r and a modulus of continuity w, we denote by
W H W the set of all functions f defined on [0, I] for which the inequality

If(r)(x)- f(r)(y)1 ~w(lx- yl)

holds for all x and y belonging to [0, I]. We shall write in what follows
wrH~(C) instead of WrHw if w(t) = Ct~, where C>°and °< C( ~ l.

In this paper, we investigate the error of the quadrature formulae of the
type (5) in the classes WrHw

. An exact (in a certain sense) estimate for the
integration error is obtained by means of the cp-discrepancy of the sequence
Xl> x 2 , ... , X N with respect to the weight sequence PI' P2' ... , PN'

2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT

We shall suppose in what follows that the condition (2) holds.

THEOREM l. Let r be a nonnegative integer and w be a modulus of

continuity. Then

sup 1R~)(f) I ~ Dr;:) , (7)
fE WHW

where the function cp is given byIw(x) if r=O,

cp(x) = xr I (8)

(r _ I)! t (1- ty-Iw(tx) dt if r ~ l.

Moreover, the inequality (7) changes into equality if either

w(t) = Ct (9)

(where C is an absolute constant) or r is an even integer and the numbers Xk

and Pk are related by

(k = 1, 2, ..., N - 1). (10)

Taking into account (1), we immediately obtain from Theorem 1 the
following

COROLLARY l. Let r be a nonnegative integer and w be a modulus of
continuity. Then

sup IR~)(f)1 ~ cp(D N ),

fe W'HW

where the function cp is given by (8).

(11 )
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In the case r=O and PI=P2= ... =PN=I/N, the estimate (11) was
proved by Niederreiter [4]. For arbitrary weights (also in the case r=O)
this estimates was obtained by the author [5] and rediscovered by
Niederreiter and 'Tichy [6]. In the case r~ 1 it was proved by the author
and Kirov [7].

It is easy to check that if (9) holds then (8) can be written in the form

cx r + 1

cp(x) = (r+ I)!

Therefore, from Theorem 1 we get the following

COROLLARY 2. Let r be a nonnegative integer. Then

C IIsup IR~)(f)1 = 1 Ig(x)lr+ I dx.
fE WHI(e) (r + 1). 0

(12)

This estimate in the case r = °was proved by Sobol' [8]. In the case
r~ 1 it was proved by the author [3]. We would like to note that some
other results of [3] are consequences of Theorem 1 as well.

Remark. It is not difficult to see that in the case r = 0, the requirement
(2) is unnecessary (in Theorem 1 and both corollaries).

5. ApPROXIMATION OF FUNCTIONS AND cp-DISCREPANCY

Suppose that a function j is r-times differentiable on [0, 1]. Then
for every x E [0, 1], determine an integer k (0 ~ k ~ N) such that
xE[ak_l,ak) and define L~)(f;x) by

r j(J)(Xk) .
L~)(f;x)= I ., (X-XkV

j~O J.

Approximation properties of the linear operators L~) (r = 0, 1,2, .,,) in the
U metric were studied by several authors (see [3]). In this section, we
continue these investigations but in more general metrics.

Let f/J be a nondecreasing function on [0, 00). Denote for simplicity,

liFll <I> =rf/J(IF(x)l) dx,
o

where F is a function, defined on [0, 1]. (For example, one can assume

640/52/3-4
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that 11·11 <1> is a norm of a functional space L <1> [9].) In the next theorem, we
obtain an exact (in a certain sense) upper estimate for the approximation
error Ilf - L ~)(f) II <1> in the classes WT HOJ

•

THEOREM 2. Let r be a nonnegative integer and OJ be a modulus of
continuity. Then

sup Ilf - L~)(f)II<1> ~ Dyp,
fE W'H'"

(13 )

where t/J(x) = tP(q>(x)) and the function q> is given by (8). Moreover, the
inequality (13) changes into equality if either (9) or (10) holds.

Proof Suppose f E WTH OJ
• First, we consider the case r ~ 1. It can be

proved [7] that for each x E [ak _ , ,ad, 1~ k ~ N, we have

f(x) - L~)(f; x)

= (x - xd
Tf' (1- ty-' [j(T)(Xk + (x - x k) t) - f(T)(Xk)] dt. (14)

(r - I)! 0

Therefore,

Ilf - L~)(f)11 <1>

N fak
= L tP(lf(x)-L~)(f;x)l)dx
k~' ak-I

= £ fk tP(IX-XkITlf(1-tY-I[jlr)(Xk+(X-Xk)t)
k~1 ak-I (r-l)! 0

- f(r)(xd] dtl) dx. (15)

From this we deduce

Ilf - L~)(f)11 <1>

~ £ fk tP(IX-Xkl
rf (l-tY-'OJ(lx- x kl t)dt)dX

k~1 ak-I (r-1)! 0

= 11 tP ( h(x)' II (1 - ty-'OJ(th(x)) dt) dx
o (r - 1)! 0

=J' tP(q>(h(x))) dx=rt/J(h(x)) dx,
o 0

( 16)
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where the function h is defined on [0,1] by (4). Applying (3), we obtain
from (16) that

(17)

Now, let us consider the case r = 0. Obviously,

(18 )

Consequently,

Ilf-L~)(f)II<t>~ f fk <P(w(lx-xkl))dx
k= I Uk-l

=r<P(w(h(x))) dx =rl/J(h(x)) dx.
o 0

From this and (3) we again obtain (17) and so (13) is proved. Now we
shall prove the second part of the theorem.

Let {9) hold. Then the function qJ is given by (12). Define the function 1
on [0,1] by

prl(x) =ex.

Evidently,

From (15), (18), and (3), we deduce

111 -L~)(f)II<t>= k~l [k_1<pCX(~:~I;!+l)dX

I (h(xr+ I) 1
= t <P (r+ I)! dx= t <P(qJ(h(x)))dx

= J: l/J(h(x))dx=D<jl.

Now, let (10) hold. Define the function 1on [0, 1] by

]<r)(x) = w(h(x)).

Obviously,

(19)

(20)
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From (15), (18), and (3), we deduce

III - L~)(])II ct> = ( I/>(q>(h(x))) dx

= ( t/J(h(x)) dx = DlJ)·

Thus, Theorem 2 is proved.

Setting I/>(x) = x (0 < p < 00) in Theorem 2, we get the following

COROLLARY 3. Suppose 0 < p < 00. Let r be a nonnegative integer and w
be a modulus of continuity. Then

(

I )l/P
sup Ilf-L~)(f)llu::::; r q>(lg(x)l)Pdx ,

IE W'H'" Jo

where the function q> is given by (8) and

(

1 )l/P
11F11u= t IF(xW dx .

(21 )

Moreover, the inequality (21) changes into equality if either (9) or (10)
holds.

Passing to the limit as p -4 00 in Corollary 3, we get the following

COROLLARY 4. Let r be a nonnegative integer and w be a modulus of
continuity. Then

sup Ilf -L~)(f)lIc::::;q>(DN)'
IE W'H'"

where the function q> is given by (8) and

11F11c= sup IF(x)l·
O';x';l

(22)

Moreover, the inequality (22) changes into equality if either (9) or (10)
holds.

The first part of this corollary was proved in [7].

4. PROOF OF THEOREM

It is easy to check that

R~)(f)= ( [f(x) - L~)(f; x)] dx. (23)
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(24)

Now the estimate (7) follows from (24) and Corollary 3 (p = 1). We begin
the proof of the second part of the theorem.

Obviously,

N Ja
k

R~)(f) = I [j(x) - f(xdJ dx.
k~ I ak-I

For the case r~ 1, it follows from (23) and (14) that

(25)

1 N Jak

R~)(f)= (r _ 1)! k~l ak_1 (x - xS

X(fal (1 - ty-l[j(r)(x k + (x - xd t) - pr)(xdJ dt) dx. (26)

Let (9) hold and r be an odd integer. From (25), (26), and (3), we obtain

C fl fl
R~)(J) = (r + 1)! 0 h(xY+ 1 dx = 0 q>(h(x)) dx = D<;t),

where the function J is defined on [0, 1J by (19).
Now let (9) hold and r be an even integer. Define the function h on

[0, 1J by

if x E [ak _ l' ad, 1 ~ k ~ N,

where the numbers Cl, C2, ... , CN are given by

Co=O, k = 1, 2, ..., N.

Then define the function J on [0, 1] by

J<r)(x) = w(h(x)).

In [3] we have proved that

Hence,
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From (25), (26), and (3), we obtain

C N fak

R~)(J)= (r+ I)! k~1 ak_1 (x-xkYlX-Xkl dx

= C II h(x)'+ldx=II <p(h(x))dx=D<:l.
(r + I)! 0 0

Finally, let (10) hold and r be an even integer. Then frqm (25), (26), and
(3), we get

R~)(J)=r<p(h(x)) dx =D<:l,
o

where the function J is defined on [0, 1] by (20). Thus, Theorem 1 IS

proved.
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